Density compensation functions for spiral MRI.
In interleaved spiral MRI, an object's Fourier transform is sampled along a set of curved trajectories in the spatial frequency domain (k-space). An image of the object is then reconstructed, usually by interpolating the sampled Fourier data onto a Cartesian grid and applying the fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm. To obtain accurate results, it is necessary to account for the nonuniform density with which k-space is sampled. An analytic density compensation function (DCF) for spiral MRI, based on the Jacobian determinant for the transformation between Cartesian coordinates and the spiral sampling parameters of time and interleaf rotation angle, is derived in this paper, and the reconstruction accuracy achieved using this function is compared with that obtained using several previously published expressions. Various nonideal conditions, including intersecting trajectories, are considered. The new DCF eliminated intensity cupping that was encountered in images reconstructed with other functions, and significantly reduced the level of artifact observed when unevenly spaced sampling trajectories, such as those achieved with trapezoidal gradient waveforms, were employed. Modified forms of this function were found to provide similar improvements when intersecting trajectories made the spiral-Cartesian transformation noninvertible, and when the shape of the spiral trajectory varied between interleaves.